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“Kingdom of God” and the shaping of the world:
Luke between utopia and criticism of ideology
The dream of a better world is one of the most existential desires of humankind. Utopias of an
ideal state, universal freedom and justice have always been a part of societal development. The
current challenges of the refugee influx, the fear of terror and suicide attacks, and the expansion
of fundamentalist religious movements raise the question: how can we still believe in a new
vision of society when reality has made us sceptical of utopias in general?
Luke is aware of such disillusionment. He also knows the danger of blinding ideologies that
deify profane structures and secular authorities. In this work, I will look behind the scenes of
Luke 1-2. Beneath the harmless façade of the Christmas story there is a greater awareness of
reality than the contemporary reader can see. Luke imitates a particular mode of expression that
was used in bucolic texts about the Roman ideology of the “Golden Age,” serving as an
instrument of propaganda for the Roman Imperator. In a form-critical analysis, I will show that
a central motif in these texts was to honour the imperator as the saviour of the world and to
describe his reign as an idyll of nature, with agricultural fertility bringing economic welfare and
universal freedom. Luke 1-2 not only puts Jesus in the imperator’s place, but also lacks the
motif of agricultural fertility. I propose that, rather than promising a carefree country life, LukeActs confronts the reader with heavy socio-economic critique, which should be interpreted as a
radical rejection of the Roman ideology of the Golden Age. Although Luke maintains a utopia
of a better world, he never promises a paradise on earth and questions the Roman notion of
salvation. With this interpretation, I argue against the traditional scholarly opinion that Luke is
an apologetic writer who describes Christians as harmless and loyal in matters of the Roman
state. I suggest a new reading that views Luke as a critical mind who seeks to change economic
and social structures from within.
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